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a b s t r a c t 
During continuous speech listening, brain activity tracks speech rhythmicity at frequencies matching with the 
repetition rate of phrases (0.2–1.5 Hz), words (2–4 Hz) and syllables (4–8 Hz). Here, we evaluated the applica- 
bility of wearable MEG based on optically-pumped magnetometers (OPMs) to measure such cortical tracking of 
speech (CTS). Measuring CTS with OPMs is a priori challenging given the complications associated with OPM mea- 
surements at frequencies below 4 Hz, due to increased intrinsic interference and head movement artifacts. Still, 
this represents an important development as OPM-MEG provides lifespan compliance and substantially improved 
spatial resolution compared with classical MEG. 
In this study, four healthy right-handed adults listened to continuous speech for 9 min. The radial component of 
the magnetic field was recorded simultaneously with 45–46 OPMs evenly covering the scalp surface and fixed to 
an additively manufactured helmet which fitted all 4 participants. We estimated CTS with reconstruction accuracy 
and coherence, and determined the number of dominant principal components (PCs) to remove from the data (as 
a preprocessing step) for optimal estimation. We also identified the dominant source of CTS using a minimum 
norm estimate. 
CTS estimated with reconstruction accuracy and coherence was significant in all 4 participants at phrasal and 
word rates, and in 3 participants (reconstruction accuracy) or 2 (coherence) at syllabic rate. Overall, close-to- 
optimal CTS estimation was obtained when the 3 (reconstruction accuracy) or 10 (coherence) first PCs were 
removed from the data. Importantly, values of reconstruction accuracy (~0.4 for 0.2–1.5-Hz CTS and ~0.1 for 
2–8-Hz CTS) were remarkably close to those previously reported in classical MEG studies. Finally, source recon- 
struction localized the main sources of CTS to bilateral auditory cortices. In conclusion, t 
his study demonstrates that OPMs can be used for the purpose of CTS assessment. This finding opens new research 
avenues to unravel the neural network involved in CTS across the lifespan and potential alterations in, e.g., 
language developmental disorders. Data also suggest that OPMs are generally suitable for recording neural activity 
at frequencies below 4 Hz provided PCA is used as a preprocessing step; 0.2–1.5-Hz being the lowest frequency 




















It is increasingly recognized that brain oscillations play a crucial
ole in speech processing ( Meyer, 2018 ). Specifically, during continu-
us speech listening, auditory cortical oscillations track the temporal
uctuations of the speech temporal envelope at frequencies matching
ith the repetition rates of phrases, words and syllables ( Ahissar et al.,∗ Corresponding author. 
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p  ng or chunking, which are essential steps supporting subsequent speech
ecognition ( Meyer, 2018 ). 
Only two non-invasive electrophysiological brain recording meth-
ds provide the temporal resolution needed to estimate CTS: magne-
oencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG). For the
urpose of CTS estimation in adults, MEG is clearly superior to EEG as it
equires about 3 times less recording time than EEG to yield significant
esults ( Destoky et al., 2019b ). But classical MEG systems built with su-
erconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) come with two
ajor drawbacks. ( i ) They offer a single fixed-size helmet, making them
oorly suited to lifespan studies since sensors are sited further away
rom children’s brains than adults’ brains ( R.M. Hill et al., 2019 ). ( ii )
ecause sensors are immersed in liquid helium, they must be sited at
east 2 cm away from the external surface of the helmet, which limits
he sensitivity and spatial resolution of the technique ( Boto et al., 2016 ;
ivanainen et al., 2017 ). Additionally, this head-to-helmet gap can be in-
omogeneous, typically resulting in increased brain-to-sensor distance
ver the frontal region ( Coquelet et al., 2020 ). In several applications,
uch as investigation of developmental language disorders, it would be
esirable to measure CTS optimally (i.e., with MEG) without introduc-
ng head-size biases, and with optimal spatial resolution. 
The miniaturization and commercialization of optically pumped
agnetometers (OPMs) ( Budker and Jackson Kimball, 2013 ; Budker and
omalis, 2007 ; Shah and Wakai, 2013 ), has enabled the development of
PM-MEG ( Borna et al., 2017 ; Boto et al., 2018 ; Colombo et al., 2016 ).
PM-MEG addresses some of the drawbacks of SQUID-MEG. In contrast
ith SQUIDs, OPMs do not require cryogenic cooling, which has opened
he possibility of mounting light-weight, wearable sensors on a flexible,
izable cap, much like in EEG ( Boto et al., 2017 2018, 2019 ; Hill et al.,
020 ). And because this setup allows for on-scalp MEG recording, the
patial resolution and sensitivity to neural sources is improved signif-
cantly ( Boto et al., 2016 ; Iivanainen et al., 2017 ). These advantages
ake OPM the perfect candidate for performing CTS analyses in studies
nvolving children. 
While it is a very promising technique that has already reproduced
esults obtained with SQUID-MEG, the development of OPM-MEG is
till ongoing. It is not yet fully understood under what circumstances
he technique is adequate or optimally reliable ( Tierney et al., 2019a ,
019b ). Small groups of OPMs placed over targeted brain regions have
een applied in studies of sensorimotor processes in the 5–100-Hz fre-
uency range ( Borna et al., 2017 ; Lin et al., 2019 ; Wyllie et al., 2012 ;
ia et al., 2006 ), cognitive functions in the 4–8-Hz ( Barry et al., 2019 )
nd 15–30-Hz frequency ranges ( Tierney et al., 2018 ), and used to mea-
ure gamma-band activity ( > 30 Hz) in visual cortices ( Iivanainen et al.,
020b ). Recently, a whole-head OPM-MEG system with 49 sensors (as
sed in this study) has also been developed and applied in the simulta-
eous study of beta-band sensorimotor and gamma-band visual activity
 Hill et al., 2020 ). However, to date there has been no report on the
unctionality of OPMs for frequencies below 4 Hz. For OPMs to be suit-
ble for CTS investigations, they should perform in frequency ranges
atching with the repetition rate of phrases (0.2–1.5 Hz), words (2–
 Hz) and syllables (4–8 Hz). There are multiple artifacts that could dis-
urb measurements in that frequency range: head-movement and sensor-
ovement being the most notable ( Holmes et al., 2018 ). It is conjectured
owever, that with the currently employed technique of active shield-
ng, minor instances of such artifacts should be tolerable ( Holmes et al.,
018 ; Iivanainen et al., 2019 ), at least if adequate preprocessing tech-
iques are used. 
In light of the above, this proof of concept study evaluates the appli-
ability of OPM-MEG to measure CTS at the individual level in a small
ample of healthy adults. To optimize comparability with existing litera-
ure, CTS is quantified with the two methods commonly used in the field:
 i ) a cross-validated ridge-regression approach to estimate the recon-
truction accuracy of speech envelope from MEG signals ( Crosse et al.,
016 ; Ding and Simon, 2012 ; Mesgarani et al., 2009 ), and ( ii ) coher-
nce analysis ( Halliday et al., 1995 ) to estimate the linear dependence2 etween MEG and speech temporal envelope signals in the frequency
omain ( Bourguignon et al., 2013 ; Destoky et al., 2019b ; Vander Ghinst
t al., 2016 ). We assessed the ability of principal component analysis
PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA) as preprocessing steps
o overcome the large-amplitude, low-frequency artifacts expected to
rise from head movements. We optimize the number of dominant prin-
ipal components (PCs) removed from the data in the cross-validation
ramework of the reconstruction accuracy approach. Based on these op-
imal numbers of PCs to remove, we estimate the cortical generators of
TS in the coherence framework, as done in most studies in the field.
inally, we further evaluate the adequacy of the optimal number of PCs
or coherence estimation. We hypothesised that with such preprocess-




Four healthy adult human participants (1 female) took part in the
xperiment. They were aged 24 ± 1 years (mean ± SD). Three were
ative English speakers and one (participant 4) was a native German
peaker. None of them had prior developmental, auditory, neurological,
r psychiatric disorders, except for participant 4 who reported having a
ild tinnitus. All were right-handed according to Edinburgh handedness
nventory ( Oldfield, 1971 ) (mean ± SD score, 83.3 ± 20.1). 
This study was approved by the University of Nottingham Medical
chool Research Ethics Committee and participants signed a written in-
ormed consent before participation. They did not receive any financial
ompensation. The experiments took place at the University of Notting-
am. 
.2. Experimental condition 
Participants listened to a 9-min speech sound excerpt from an
udiobook (male reader, Crime and Punishment; https://etc.usf.edu/
it2go/182/crime-and-punishment/ ). Sound was delivered at a comfort-
ble hearing level through two speakers placed outside circular openings
n two upper corners of the magnetically-shielded room (MSR), in which
he OPM-MEG system is housed. 
.3. Data acquisition 
Fig. 1 presents our OPM-MEG setup. 
During the experimental condition, participants’ brain activity was
ecorded with the whole-head, OPM-MEG system at the Sir Peter Mans-
eld Imaging centre (University of Nottingham, United Kingdom). For
 full description of the recording procedure, see Hill et al. (2020) .
n brief, neuromagnetic signals were recorded using 46 (45 in partic-
pant 2) QuSpin OPMs (QuSpin Inc., Colorado, USA) evenly covering
he scalp surface ( Osborne et al., 2018 ). Sensors were mounted on a
igid, additively manufactured helmet at known positions relative to
he helmet surface. A mapping from the helmet surface to the head
urface was achieved using optical scanning and a coregistration pro-
edure described in Hill et al. (2020) . This enabled complete knowl-
dge of OPM sensor location and orientation relative to brain anatomy.
rain anatomy was acquired via anatomical magnetic resonance images
MRI), using a 3- T Philips Ingenia system, running an MPRAGE se-
uence, at an isotropic spatial resolution of 1 mm. OPMs were oriented
o as to measure the component of the magnetic field approximately nor-
al to the scalp. The recordings were performed in a MSR designed and
uilt specifically for OPM-MEG recordings (MuRoom, Magnetic Shields
imited, Kent, UK). To further limit the interference induced by head
ovements, background field and gradients were reduced by a factor
f ~3 using a set of bi-planar coils placed either side of the partici-
ant ( Holmes et al., 2018 , 2019 ). MEG signals were low-pass filtered at
P. de Lange, E. Boto, N. Holmes et al. NeuroImage 233 (2021) 117969 
Fig. 1. OPM-MEG setup. Left — Schematic diagram of the whole system (adapted from Hill et al., 2020 ). Field nulling coils lowered the background field and 
gradients. Sound signals were fed to two speakers as well as to the DAQ used to record OPM-MEG signals for synchronization purposes. Right — Participant wearing 
the OPM-MEG helmet. Brain activity was recorded with 45–46 OPMs gen-2 sensors placed on a rigid additively manufactured helmet. Color points were placed on 
the participants and on the helmet for subsequent head–helmet coregistration with a 3-dimensional optical imaging system ( Hill et al., 2020 ). (For interpretation of 













































































n  00 Hz and sampled at 1200 Hz by a National Instruments (Texas, USA)
ata acquisition system. The audio signal was simultaneously sampled
ith the MEG data and used to synchronize the original sound track
sampled at 44,100 Hz) with MEG signals. 
.4. Data preprocessing 
The analysis of the data was carried out with the use of custom MAT-
AB scripts. 
Continuous MEG data were band-pass filtered at 0.2–45 Hz. For a
earable system where the helmet is allowed to move with the head,
ery low frequency neuromagnetic signals are typically contaminated
y movement artifacts (similar across sensors). We relied on principal
omponent analysis (PCA) to remove a few dominant principal compo-
ents (PCs) in order to attenuate this interference. As it was unclear how
any PCs should be removed, we deferred this choice to a later stage
see subSection 2.5 ), where an optimal number is automatically selected
n a cross-validation loop. Hence, several versions of the preprocessed
ata were estimated, where the first n = 0, 1, 2,… 10 PCs were removed.
In a separate analysis, we preprocessed the OPM-MEG signals with
ndependent component analysis (ICA). Twenty independent compo-
ents were evaluated from the MEG data low-pass filtered at 25 Hz
sing FastICA algorithm (dimension reduction, 25; non-linearity, tanh)
 Hyvärinen et al., 2001 ; Vigario et al., 2000 ). Independent components
orresponding to eyeblink, eye movement, heart bead and head move-
ent artifacts were subtracted from the full band and full rank MEG
ata. 
Finally, we also considered the data minimally preprocessed (no ICA
r PCA), and the data preprocessed with both ICA and PCA. 
Time points at timings 1-s around remaining artifacts were set to bad
nd corresponding data were not used in further analyses. To identify
rtifacts, MEG amplitude was estimated as the rectified signal low-pass
ltered at 1 Hz, and further standardized (i.e., converted to a z-score).
ata were considered contaminated by artifacts when z-scored ampli-
ude for at least one MEG channel was above 5. This led to disregarding
4 ± 5% of the data (mean ± SD across participants and number of
emoved PCs; range 5–22%) 
We finally extracted the temporal envelope from the audio signal. To
hat aim, the audio signal was rectified and low-pass filtered at 50 Hz.
e did not explore superior methods for extracting the speech envelope3  Biesmans et al., 2017 ), but this is unlikely to affect the results as the
esulting envelopes are very similar ( Destoky et al., 2019b ). 
.5. Sensor-level CTS assessed with reconstruction accuracy 
A global value of phrasal (0.2–1.5 Hz), word (2–4 Hz) and syllabic
4–8 Hz) CTS was evaluated for all MEG signals at once using a ridge-
egression approach with nested cross-validation. Note that since it is
ommon in the literature to estimate CTS at 2–8 Hz ( Broderick et al.,
017 , 2019 ; Destoky et al., 2019a ; Di Liberto et al., 2015 , 2018 ;
ing and Simon, 2012 ; Lalor and Foxe, 2010 ; Mesgarani et al., 2009 ;
’Sullivan et al., 2014 ), we also estimated CTS in this combined
ord/syllabic frequency range. Using the mTRF toolbox ( Crosse et al.,
016 ), we trained a decoder on MEG signals to reconstruct the speech
emporal envelope, and estimated the Pearson correlation between this
econstruction and the real speech temporal envelope. This correlation
s often referred to as the reconstruction accuracy, and it provides a
lobal measure of CTS. A similar approach has been used in previous
tudies on CTS ( Destoky et al., 2019b ; Ding and Simon, 2012 ; Lalor and
oxe, 2010 ; O’Sullivan et al., 2014 ; Zion-Golumbic et al., 2013 ). 
In practice, MEG signals were band-pass filtered at phrasal, word,
yllabic and word/syllabic frequencies, resampled to 10 Hz (phrasal
TS) or 40 Hz (word and syllabic CTS) and standardized. A decoder
as built based on MEG data from –500 ms to 1000 ms (phrasal CTS)
r from 0 ms to 250 ms (word and syllabic CTS) with respect to speech
emporal envelope. Filtering and delay ranges were as in previous stud-
es ( Destoky et al., 2019b ; Ding and Simon, 2012 ; Lalor and Foxe, 2010 ;
’Sullivan et al., 2014 ; Zion-Golumbic et al., 2013 ). Regularization was
pplied to limit the norm of the derivative of the reconstructed speech
emporal envelope ( Crosse et al., 2016 ), by estimating the decoder for
 fixed set of ridge values ( 𝜆 = 2 –10 , 2 –8 , 2 –6 , 2 –4 , 2 –2 , 2°). The decoder
as also estimated after having removed the first n = 0, 1, 2, …, 10
Cs from MEG data (before applying band-pass filtering). In a classical
0-fold cross-validation approach, the data are split into 10 segments
f equal length, the decoder is estimated for 9 segments and tested on
he remaining segment, and this procedure is repeated 10 times until all
egments have served as test segments. The ridge value and number of
emoved PCs yielding the maximum mean reconstruction accuracy are
hen retained. Due to the maximization procedure, ensuing reconstruc-
ion accuracy is inflated. To eliminate this bias, we adopted a 10-fold
ested cross-validation scheme ( Varoquaux et al., 2017 ). Following that
























































































































cheme, for each segment, a 9-fold cross validation was conducted on the
emaining 9 segments to select the ridge value and number of removed
Cs that maximize the reconstruction accuracy, and the corresponding
ecoder was used to estimate the reconstruction accuracy for that seg-
ent. This procedure led to 10 values of reconstruction accuracy and 10
umbers of first PCs removed from the data (one for each segment) for
ach participant and frequency range investigated. We then estimated
he mean and standard deviation of reconstruction accuracy, and the
ounded mean of the number of removed PCs to which we refer as the
ptimal number of removed PCs. 
In separate analyses, we also assessed the reconstruction accuracy
or the data not preprocessed with PCA, for the data preprocessed with
CA only, and for the data preprocessed with ICA and then PCA. Hence,
n the analyses not involving PCA, there was no optimization on the
umber of PCs removed. 
.6. Temporal response functions 
We estimated the temporal response functions of OPM–MEG sig-
als associated to speech temporal envelope with the mTRF toolbox
 Crosse et al., 2016 ). The approach was similar to that used to estimate
econstruction accuracy, but this time, it was the speech temporal enve-
ope that was used to reconstruct OPM–MEG signals, giving rise to coeffi-
ients that can be interpreted as the deconvoluted brain response to con-
inuous speech, i.e., a temporal response function akin to an evoked re-
ponse in trigger-based experiments. Temporal response functions were
btained from the data preprocessed with PCA, with the optimal num-
er of PCs removed (identified in the reconstruction accuracy analysis)
nd not preprocessed with ICA. 
OPM–MEG signals were filtered as in the previous subsection, and
ownsampled resampled to 20 Hz (phrasal CTS) or 100 Hz (word and
yllabic CTS) and standardized. For each subject and OPM–MEG signal,
he temporal response function was modeled from –700 ms to 1200 ms
phrasal CTs) or –100 ms to 350 ms (word and syllabic CTs). The opti-
al ridge value was selected (from among the same ridge values as in
revious subsection) with a tenfold cross-validation procedure to max-
mize the maximum across sensors of the correlation between original
PM–MEG signals and those reconstructed as the convolution of the
emporal response function with speech temporal envelope. Temporal
esponse functions were recomputed based on all the available data for
he selected ridge value. 
.7. Sensor-level CTS assessed with coherence 
We calculated the coherence-based CTS as the coherence between
peech temporal envelope and each of the MEG signals, with and with-
ut ICA preprocessing, and after correction by removal of the first n = 0,
, 2, …, 10 PCs from MEG data (note that a posteriori , we did this for n
p to 20). To that aim, time-locked MEG and speech temporal envelope
ignals were segmented into 2000-ms epochs with 1600-ms overlap, af-
ording a 0.5-Hz frequency resolution ( Bortel and Sovka, 2014 ). Epochs
ontaminated by artifacts were discarded from the analysis. Coherence
as evaluated only for frequencies below 10 Hz, which are critical for
peech comprehension ( Rosen, 1992 ), following the classical formula-
ion of coherence analysis ( Halliday et al., 1995 ). Note that the frame-
ork of coherence analysis also provided us with linear spectral den-
ities. Furthermore, we specifically analysed coherence values in the
hree frequency ranges of interest introduced in subSection 2.5 : phrasal
requencies (mean coherence across 0.2–1.5 Hz), word frequencies (2–
 Hz) and syllable frequencies (4–8 Hz). The 2–8-Hz frequency range
as not explored with coherence analysis since this is not typically done
n the literature. 
In the results section, we mainly focus on coherence and linear spec-
ral densities estimated after having removed from the data the number
f first PCs deemed optimal for the estimation of reconstruction accu-
acy. 4 To characterize the PCs that were —and were not —removed, we use
he same analysis as described above in this subsection to estimate the
inear spectral densities of the 20 first PCs, and their coherence with
peech temporal envelope. 
.8. Source-level CTS assessed with coherence 
The MEG forward models (mapping source activity onto MEG
ignals) were next computed within a 5-mm grid source space
or 3 orthogonal source orientations per grid point with fieldtrip
 Oostenveld et al., 2011 ). Forward modeling was based on the “sin-
le shell ” method ( Nolte, 2003 ). Based on these forward models, we
omputed a Minimum-Norm-Estimate (MNE) inverse solution ( Dale and
ereno, 1993 ), with the regularization parameter fixed assuming a
ignal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1 ( Hämäläinen et al., 2010 ). We then
sed this inverse solution embedded in the dynamic imaging of coher-
nt sources approach (DICS; Gross et al., 2001 ) to produce coherence
aps in the source space for each participant and frequency range in-
estigated (phrasal, word and syllabic), and using the optimal number
f removed PCs. Notably, the coherence value at each source location
as optimized across the two source orientations ( Bourguignon et al.,
015 ). 
.9. Group analysis 
A non-linear transformation from individual MRIs to the MNI brain
 “Montreal Neurological Institute ”) was first computed using the spatial
ormalization algorithm implemented in Statistical Parametric Mapping
SPM12; Ashburner et al., 1997 ; Ashburner and Friston, 1999 ) and then
pplied to the coherence maps. The resulting maps were then averaged
cross participants to produce group-averaged maps. 
We identified the coordinates of the global maximum within each
emisphere in group-averaged coherence maps. We only report on
lobal coherence maxima and disregard the extent of the clusters of
ignificant coherence. Indeed, cluster extent is hardly interpretable
n view of the inherent smoothness of MEG source reconstructions
 Bourguignon et al., 2017 ; Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994 ; Hari et al.,
988 ; Sekihara et al., 2005 ; Wens et al., 2015 ). 
.10. Statistical analyses 
.10.1. Significance and comparison of CTS assessed with reconstruction 
ccuracy 
For each participant and frequency range investigated, we deter-
ined the significance of CTS assessed with reconstruction accuracy
ith a one sample t -test across the 10 validation runs. 
The same approach was used to compare CTS values estimated for
he data with vs. without PCA preprocessing, and for the data with vs.
ithout ICA preprocessing. 
.10.2. Significance of CTS assessed with coherence analysis 
For each participant and frequency range investigated (and number
f PCs removed from the data), we determined the significance of CTS
ssessed with coherence with maximum-based statistics derived from
urrogate data, which takes into account both the multiple comparisons
cross channels and the temporal autocorrelation within signals. For
ach participant, 1000 surrogate coherence distributions across chan-
els were generated, as was done for genuine coherence values but with
he audio signal replaced by Fourier-transform surrogates, which pre-
erves the power spectrum by replacing the phase of Fourier coefficients
y random numbers in the range [–𝜋; 𝜋] ( Faes et al., 2004 ). Then, the
aximum coherence value across all channels was extracted for each
urrogate simulation. Finally, the 95 th percentile of this maximum co-
erence value yielded the coherence threshold at p < 0.05. 
P. de Lange, E. Boto, N. Holmes et al. NeuroImage 233 (2021) 117969 
Fig. 2. CTS assessed with reconstruction accuracy. Displayed are the mean and 
standard deviation of reconstruction accuracy across the 10 validation runs, for 
each participant (1 to 4) and for phrasal, word, syllabic and word/syllabic CTS. 
Significance level is indicated above each bar ( ∗ , p < 0.05; ∗ ∗ , p < 0.01; ∗ ∗ ∗ , 
p < 0.001). Note that since reconstruction accuracy was assessed in a cross- 
validation framework, it can take negative values and its expectation in the 
absence of coupling is 0. 
Table 1 
Mean ± standard deviation of reconstruction accuracy estimated from the data 
with or without ICA preprocessing and with or without PCA preprocessing. 
none ICA PCA PCA and ICA 
phrasal CTS 0.356 ± 0.138 0.366 ± 0.160 0.405 ± 0.107 0.407 ± 0.106 
word CTS 0.106 ± 0.041 0.112 ± 0.043 0.104 ± 0.053 0.104 ± 0.033 






























































































r  .10.3. Comparison between frequency ranges of MEG amplitude reduction
or the optimal number of PCs removed from the data 
We aimed to quantify the amount of noise reduction necessary to
easure CTS optimally, and determine if such reduction depends on the
requency range investigated. To address that aim, we assessed the im-
act of optimal PCA preprocessing on MEG amplitude in the 3 frequency
anges investigated with a measure of amplitude reduction taken as the
og-ratio of MEG amplitude before vs. after removal of the optimal num-
er of PCs. The mean of this measure across all sensors was compared
etween frequency ranges with paired t -tests across the 4 participants. 
.11. Data and code availability 
The data and analysis scripts underlying this report are available
pon reasonable request from the corresponding author. 
. Results 
CTS was quantified with two different measures (reconstruction ac-
uracy and coherence), with the aim of determining the feasibility of
PM recordings to measure CTS, a type of coupling that involves fre-
uencies lower than those previously explored with OPMs. 
.1. Reconstruction accuracy 
Fig. 2 presents the values and significance of CTS at phrasal (0.2–
.5 Hz), word (2–4 Hz), and syllabic rates (4–8 Hz) quantified with
econstruction accuracy for the data preprocessed with PCA. CTS was
ignificant in all 4 participants at phrasal and word rates, and in partic-
pants 1–3 at syllabic rate. In these estimations, the average number of
Cs removed from the data was 7.3 ± 2.2 (participant 1 to 4: 8, 6, 5, 10)
or phrasal CTS, 5.0 ± 2.9 (9, 2, 4, 5) for word CTS, and 3.5 ± 2.9 (3, 0,
, 7) for syllabic CTS. Note that since it is common in the literature to
stimate CTS at 2–8 Hz, we also present values for this frequency range
n Fig. 2 . For that frequency range, the average number of PCs removed
rom the data was 4.0 ± 1.4 (participant 1 to 4: 3, 3, 4, 6). 
Table 1 presents the mean and standard deviation of reconstruction
ccuracy across participants for the data with or without ICA prepro-
essing and with or without PCA preprocessing. In ICA preprocessing,5 –4 components were regressed out of the data (participant 1 to 4: 2,
, 4, 4). These components picked up eye blink or eye movements (1–2
omponents), heartbeat (0–1 component) or head movement (1–2 com-
onents) artifacts. When PCA was combined with (performed after) ICA,
he number of PCs removed from the data was 5.0 ± 2.8 (participant 1
o 4: 5, 7, 1, 7) for phrasal CTS, 3.8 ± 2.1 (4, 1, 6, 4) for word CTS, and
.3 ± 4.0 (1, 3, 3, 10) for syllabic CTS. 
Table 1 clearly shows that ICA and PCA preprocessing were not cru-
ial for estimation of reconstruction accuracy. First, including ICA pre-
rocessing did not improve CTS estimation: at the participant level, CTS
as not significantly higher when estimated from the data with vs. with-
ut ICA preprocessing (ICA vs. minimal preprocessing: all p > 0.05; com-
ined ICA and PCA vs. PCA only: all p > 0.05 except for word CTS in
articipant 1 in favor of PCA only, p = 0.0005, t 9 = 5.30). Second, in-
luding PCA preprocessing improved CTS estimation at 0.2–1.5 Hz, but
ad virtually no effect at 2–4 Hz and 4–8 Hz: at the participant level, CTS
as significantly higher when estimated from the data with vs. without
CA preprocessing in one participants at 0.2–1.5 Hz (PCA vs. minimal
reprocessing: p = 0.0003, t 9 = 5.30; combined ICA and PCA vs. ICA
nly: p = 0.0004, t 9 = 5.53), but in none of the participants at 2–4 Hz
nd 4–8 Hz (all p > 0.05). 
In sum, the impact of the different preprocessing methods on recon-
truction accuracy was relatively limited, with a maximal reduction of
ess than 20% from minimal preprocessing to PCA only for syllabic CTS.
ased on the above, and for the sake of simplicity, further analyses will
ainly focus on CTS estimated from the data preprocessed with PCA
nly. 
.2. Temporal response functions 
Fig. 3 presents the temporal response functions and corresponding
opographies for phrasal, word and syllabic CTS. The temporal response
unctions were estimated from the data preprocessed with PCA with the
umber of PCs removed deemed optimal for the estimation of recon-
truction accuracy. 
In line with previous studies ( Bourguignon et al., 2020 ;
roderick et al., 2017 ; Park et al., 2015 ), the temporal response
unctions at 0.2–1.5 Hz peaked at ~0 ms and 400–500 ms, more
onvincingly so in participants 2–4. Also in line with the literature
 Destoky et al., 2019b ; Ding and Simon, 2012 ; Lalor and Foxe, 2010 ;
’Sullivan et al., 2014 ; Zion-Golumbic et al., 2013 ), the temporal
esponse functions at 2–4 Hz peaked at ~100 ms; those at 4–8 Hz
howed oscillations but no convincing peak, except in participant 3 at
0 ms, and perhaps in participant 1 at 50 ms. 
In several instances, the topography associated to the temporal re-
ponse functions disclosed clear dipolar field patterns (two lobes of op-
osite polarity next to each other), indicative of the presence of a cortical
ource right underneath (i.e., bilateral temporal areas) with an orienta-
ion on the line that separates the two lobes ( Hämäläinen et al., 1993 ).
s expected ( Boto et al., 2016 ; Iivanainen et al., 2017 ), these field pat-
erns were more focal than those typically seen in SQUID–MEG or EEG
tudies. 
.3. Coherence at the sensor level 
Fig. 4 presents the spectra of CTS assessed with coherence and corre-
ponding sensor topographies at phrasal, word and syllabic rates (for the
ata optimally preprocessed with PCA, as hinted by the reconstruction
ccuracy analysis). 
A prominent spectral peak was clearly seen at 0.5, 1 or 1.5 Hz
hat even spread to the 2- and 2.5-Hz frequency bins. This spread is
ikely to contribute significantly to the value of CTS at 2–4 Hz. Besides,
ig. 4 clearly suggests the presence of significant coherence at 4–8 Hz
n participants 1 and 3. These observations were confirmed statistically:
oherence was significant in all participants and investigated frequency
anges (all p < 0.02), except in participant 2 and 4 for syllabic CTS (both
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Fig. 3. Temporal response functions and associated topographies for phrasal, word and syllabic CTS. Temporal response functions (one trace per sensor) were 
computed for a number of removed PCs identified as optimal for the estimation of reconstruction accuracy. Sensor topographies were produced at timings indicated 






































 ≈ 0.5). Across subjects its values were 0.0759 ± 0.0584 (mean ± SD) at
.2–1.5 Hz, 0.0145 ± 0.0044 at 2–4 Hz and 0.0065 ± 0.0019 at 4–8 Hz.
In sensor topographies, coherence was mostly dominant in sensors
ocated above bilateral temporal areas, at locations corresponding with
he lobes visible in topographies of the temporal response functions as-
ociated to speech envelope (see Fig. 3 ). Because coherence is always
ositive, the topographies for coherence are less straightforward to in-
erpret than those for the temporal response functions. 
.4. Coherence at the source level 
Fig. 5 presents the group-averaged source-level maps of CTS at
hrasal, word and syllabic frequencies. In the 3 frequency ranges inves-
igated, coherence displayed its global maximum in the right auditory
ortex, and a second local maximum in the left auditory cortex. Coher-
nce decreased monotonously with the distance to these local maxima in
 large neighborhood, suggesting that we could resolve only one source
f CTS per hemisphere. 
Table 2 presents the coherence in both auditory cortices, showing
ome degree of right-hemisphere dominance for CTS. In individual co-
erence maps, phrasal and word CTS was right-hemisphere dominant in6  out of 4 participants; syllabic CTS was right-hemisphere dominant in
he 2 participants for whom it was statistically significant at the sensor
evel. 
.5. Impact of PCA preprocessing 
Fig. 6 presents the linear spectral densities of MEG signals for a rep-
esentative participant before and after removal of the optimal number
f first PCs (here 6 PCs). Before PCs removal, MEG amplitude was at
ighest over the vertex. PCA preprocessing diminished this amplitude
y a factor of ~10 at 0.2–1.5-Hz, ~5 at 2–4 Hz and ~3 at 4–8 Hz.
cross participants, the mean across sensors of amplitude log-ratio (be-
ore vs. after removal of the optimal number of PCs) was 0.74 ± 0.17
mean ± SD across participants) at 0.2–1.5 Hz, 0.38 ± 0.19 at 2–4 Hz
nd 0.19 ± 0.16 at 4–8 Hz. This shows that CTS estimation required
ore stringent power reduction below than above 2 Hz. And indeed,
he mean across sensors of amplitude log-ratio was significantly higher
t 0.2–1.5 Hz than at 2–4 Hz ( t 3 = 5.14, p = 0.014) and 4–8 Hz ( t 3 = 9.83,
 = 0.0022). There was also a trend for the difference between 2–4 Hz
nd 4–8 Hz ( t 3 = 2.62, p = 0.079). 
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Fig. 4. Coherence spectra and topographies for each of the 4 participants. Coherence spectra (one trace per sensor) were computed for a different optimal number of 
removed PCs for the ranges 0–1.5 Hz, 2–4 Hz and 4.5–10 Hz. Coherence topographies were obtained by averaging the coherence across the frequency bins contained 
in 0.2–1.5 Hz, 2–4 Hz and 4–8 Hz. Sensors with significant coherence ( p < 0.05) are indicated with a red asterisk. As coherence was not significant for syllabic CTS 
in participants 2 and 4, corresponding topographies are shaded. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
Table 2 
Coordinates and values of peak coherence in group-averaged source-level coherence maps. 
left hemisphere right hemisphere 
MNI coordinates [mm] Coherence level MNI coordinates [mm] Coherence level 
phrasal CTS [–51 –14 17] 0.071 [53 –11 9] 0.101 
word CTS [–52 –13 10] 0.0142 [51 –2 17] 0.0217 
syllabic CTS [–47 –21 20] 0.0068 [38 –22 4] 0.0130 
7 
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Fig. 5. Group-averaged source-level maps of CTS at phrasal (0.2–1.5 Hz), word 
(2–4 Hz) and syllabic (4–8 Hz) frequencies. CTS values were assessed with co- 
herence, and thresholded at an arbitrary threshold of 50% of their maximum. 
CTS showed its two first local maxima (indicated with a white disk) at bilateral 





















































































i  .6. Optimal PCA preprocessing for coherence analysis 
Fig. 7 A illustres the crucial importance of PCA preprocessing for esti-
ating CTS with coherence. It presents the maximum coherence across
ensors for a number of removed PCs equal to 0, 1, 2,… 20. The curves
ndicate that a large amount of PCs should be removed to maximize
he value of the coherence, with an optimum typically in between 10
nd 15. For the sake of completeness, we also present these curves for
econstruction accuracy (see Fig. 7 B). The limited impact of the num-
er of removed PCs on these later curves confirms that PCA preprocess-
ng was less important for CTS estimation with reconstruction accuracy.
onetheless, the slight modulations induced by PCA on reconstruction
ccuracy was systematically beneficial at 0.2–1.5 Hz, either beneficial
r neutral at 2–4 Hz and inconsistent at 4–8 Hz. CTS at 0.2–1.5 Hz and
–4 Hz was largely stable for 3–15 PCs removed. 
These results raise the question of how safe it is to remove as many
s 10–15 PCs from the data. Is there a risk for removing relevant brain
ignals? To answer this question, we further characterized the first 20
Cs. 
Fig. 8 presents the linear spectral densities of the PCs. All dominant
omponents showed a monotonous amplitude decrease with frequency.
ater components tended to display a spectral peak in the theta (4–8 Hz)
r alpha (8–13 Hz) ranges. Qualitatively, the first component to show
uch spectral peaks was the 9th, 7th, 6th, and 11th for participants 1 to
. Of the PCs that were removed in the cross-validation approach, only
ne showed such spectral peaks: in participant 1 for the estimation of
ord CTS. 8 Fig. 9 presents the values of coherence estimated between speech
emporal envelope and the PCs. It shows that the cross-validation ap-
roach led to removing only a few PCs that were significantly coher-
nt with the speech temporal envelope. In none of the cases (4 subjects
imes 3 frequency ranges) were the most coherent components removed.
t also shows that the most coherent PCs were typically found after po-
ition 14 but that many significant components are seen before such cut
ff. 
.7. Reasonable preprocessing common to all frequency ranges 
Last, we evaluated the adequacy of a fixed preprocessing scheme
cross frequency ranges and participants to investigate CTS with coher-
nce analysis. 
Figures S1–S6 present the spectra of CTS assessed with coherence
nd corresponding sensor topographies for data not preprocessed with
CA from which 0 (Fig. S1), 5 (Fig. S2) and 10 (Fig. S3) PCs were re-
oved, and for the data preprocessed with ICA from which 0 (Fig. S4),
 (Fig. S5) and 10 (Fig. S6) PCs were removed thereafter. 
Clearly, it made little difference whether ICA was used as a prepro-
essing step, regardless of the number of PCs removed (compare Figs S1
s. S4, S2 vs. S5, and S3 vs. S6). 
With regard to PCA preprocessing, the results were overall better
hen removing 5 or 10 than 0 PCs, with just the exception of left-
emisphere CTS at 4–8 Hz in participant 1 that was significant only
or 0 PCs removed. The differences between the results for 5 vs. 10 PCs
emoved were more subtle. Importantly, the peak CTS did not shift from
ne hemisphere to the other as more PCs were removed. The most no-
able difference was an increase in CTS at 0.5 Hz and 1 Hz when re-
oving 10 compared to 5 PCs (see changes of the shape in the peak
f CTS from Fig S2 to S3 and S5 to S6). Also worth mentioning is that
eft-hemisphere CTS at 2–4 Hz in participant 2 was reduced and became
on-significant when moving from 5 to 10 PCs removed. The same hap-
ened for right-hemisphere CTS at 2–4 Hz in participant 4 but in this
ase, the changes were utterly subtle and only brought the p-value from
ne brink of the significance level to the other. 
. Discussion 
This study demonstrates that OPM-MEG is able to identify signifi-
ant CTS in relevant frequency ranges and with typical temporal dy-
amics. With appropriate preprocessing, prominent CTS at the lowest
ocumented frequencies (0.2–1.5 Hz) was uncovered with OPM-MEG in
he 4 participants tested. And even though the spatial coverage afforded
y our 45–46 OPMs was somewhat limited (see Fig. 1 ), a classical source
ocalization approach (MNE) was consistent with bilateral auditory cor-
ices with some degree of right-hemisphere dominance as the dominant
enerators of CTS. 
.1. Comparability with previous CTS studies 
Although we did not evaluate CTS with classical SQUID-MEG, com-
arison with previous studies indicates that the amplitude of CTS as-
essed with reconstruction accuracy derived from OPM-MEG recordings
s similar to that derived from SQUID-MEG. Indeed, in a study using a
ery similar methodology ( Destoky et al., 2019b ), the mean reconstruc-
ion accuracy across 10 participants was ~0.4 at 0.2–1.5 Hz and ~0.1 at
–8 Hz. These figures are strikingly similar to those we report here (see
able 1 ). Still, there are three main methodological differences between
his SQUID-MEG study and ours, that should be mentioned. First, our
esults are based on 9 min of data while only 5 min of data were used in
he SQUID-MEG study. The impact of this difference in recording dura-
ion was limited since reconstruction accuracy re-estimated based only
n analysis of the 5 first minutes of our data was at most mildly dimin-
shed (0.36 at 0.2–1.5 Hz and 0.080 at 2–8 Hz; data not presented in
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Fig. 6. OPM-MEG linear spectral densities from a representative participant (participant 2) and associated topographies at 0.2–1.5 Hz, 2–48 Hz and 4–8 Hz. A 
— Amplitude before removing principal components (PCs). B — Amplitude after removing the first 6 PCs, a number selected as optimal in the computation of 
reconstruction accuracy for 0.2–1.5-Hz CTS. C — Ratio of the amplitude, before vs. after, removal of the first 6 PCs. In this participant, one of the removed PCs 
closely matched with a single right occipital sensor. This is visible as an outlier trace in spectra B and C, and a blue or yellow patch in corresponding topographies, 
as indicated on the figure with gray arrows labelled “sensor PC ”. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 












































t  he results section). Second, we incorporated an estimation of the opti-
al number of PCs to remove from the data in a nested cross-validation
oop, whereas standard preprocessing (signal-space separation and inde-
endent component analysis) was used in the SQUID-MEG study. Third
nd last, this study was conducted in English while the SQUID-MEG
tudy was conducted in French. The two later differences limit the com-
arability of our values of reconstruction accuracy with those in other
tudies. Nonetheless, the main finding holds that reasonable estimates
f reconstruction accuracy can be obtained with OPM-MEG. 
In contrast with the above, when estimated with coherence analysis,
TS magnitude was lower than that previously reported with SQUID-
EG. Indeed, still in the most comparable study ( Destoky et al., 2019b ),
ean CTS magnitude across 10 participants was 0.19 at 0.5 Hz and
.023 at 4–8 Hz, whereas it was ~3 times lower here (0.076 and 0.0065
espectively). Likely because of this decrease in coherence magnitude,
–8-Hz CTS was not significant in 50% of the participants, which is
ow compared with the proportion of 80–90% reported in previous
tudies assessing CTS with coherence in the same way in more par-
icipants (10–20) and even with shorter (5-min) SQUID-MEG record-
ngs ( Destoky et al., 2019b ; Vander Ghinst et al., 2016 ). The decrease
n coherence-based CTS magnitude derived from OPM-MEG recordings
ould be due to reduced SNR in every channel or reduced spatial sam-9 ling, the latter having two consequences: it prohibits filtering based on
patial frequencies and it brings the risk of missing the best recording
pot. To disentangle these possibilities future studies should estimate
TS based on both SQUID–MEG and OPM–MEG from the same partic-
pants and with a comparable number of sensors. No matter the origin
f these reductions in coherence-based CTS magnitude, such reduction
as not seen in reconstruction accuracy, likely because listed potential
itfalls were compensated for with model parameter optimization inher-
nt to the reconstruction accuracy approach, but such optimization was
ot conducted in the coherence analysis. In support of this view, recon-
truction accuracy was much less impacted by PCA preprocessing than
oherence (see Fig. 7 ). Investigations with a larger number of sensors
re likely to yield higher coherence values, thanks to increased coverage
nd possibility to adopt better preprocessing techniques such as signal
pace separation ( Taulu et al., 2004 , 2005 ) and its temporal extension
 Taulu and Simola, 2006 ). The latter is especially interesting to deal with
igh-amplitude low-frequency artifacts such as those caused by mag-
etic objects worn by or implanted in participants ( Bourguignon et al.,
016 ; Carrette et al., 2011 ; De Tiège et al., 2008 ; Kakisaka et al., 2013 ;
äkelä et al., 2007 ; Song et al., 2009 ; Tanaka et al., 2009 ; Taulu and
ari, 2009 ). Since such artifacts are in essence movement artifacts,
he temporal extension of signal space separation should deal equally
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Fig. 7. Dependence of CTS estimated with coherence (A) and reconstruction accuracy (B) on the number of PCs removed from the data. For each participant (color- 
coded traces), the plots present the values for phrasal (left), word (middle) and syllabic (right) CTS. Traces in coherence plots indicate the maximum values of 
coherence across all sensors. 
Fig. 8. Linear spectral densities of the first 20 PCs of OPM–MEG signals. Traces 
are color-coded for the number of times they were removed from the data prior 
to coherence estimation: red when removed for the estimation of phrasal, word 
and syllabic CTS, orange when removed in two instances, cyan when removed 
in one instance and blue when always retained. (For interpretation of the refer- 









































m  fficiently with movement artifacts in OPM-MEG recordings. Another
eans to improve coherence estimation would be to record with OPMs
ounted on a bespoke helmet rather than on rigid one-fit-all helmet
s done here, simply because the bespoke setting makes it possible to
ecord closer to the scalp and hence with a higher SNR ( Boto et al.,
019 ; Hill et al., 2019 , 2020 ). Similar improvement in SNR would be
eached with a helmet in which sensors can be translated in the radial10 irection. The choice of the type of helmet is especially relevant here
ince in the setting we used, the distance between the sensors and the
calp was highest above the temporal lobes. 
Source reconstruction localized the main sources of CTS to bilat-
ral auditory cortices with some degree of right-hemisphere dominance.
lthough our sample was too small to assess statistically this effect, a
ight-hemisphere dominance is well in line with existing literature. In-
eed, such right-hemisphere dominance is typically seen in ideal listen-
ng conditions, i.e., when speech sounds are not degraded and presented
n a silent background ( Bourguignon et al., 2013 ; Giraud and Poep-
el, 2012 ; Gross et al., 2013 ; Luo and Poeppel, 2007 ; Peelle et al., 2013 ).
ut background noise compromises more right- than left-hemisphere
TS, so that in cocktail-party conditions ( Cherry, 1953 ), CTS becomes
eft-hemisphere dominant ( Destoky et al., 2019b ; Power et al., 2012 ;
ander Ghinst et al., 2016 , 2019 ). Studying CTS lateralization could
rovide some insights into a range of disorders such as, e.g., develop-
ental dyslexia wherein atypical left/right hemispheric balance is sus-
ected ( Di Liberto et al., 2018 ; Hämäläinen et al., 2012 ; Lizarazu et al.,
015 ), and central auditory processing disorder, which is characterized
y specific difficulties to comprehend speech in noise ( Chermak et al.,
997 ). In light of this, being able to properly characterize the hemi-
pheric dominance of CTS with OPM-MEG could be important for future
pplications. 
.2. OPM-MEG at frequencies below 4 Hz 
So far, all OPM-MEG reports have focused on brain activity at fre-
uencies above 4 Hz. Several technical challenges make it especially dif-
cult to record OPM-MEG at frequencies below 4 Hz. Indeed, the noise
oor (that is inherent to the sensor itself) of ~10 fT Hz − 1/2 at 10 Hz in-
reases rapidly at lower frequencies, reaching ~20 fT Hz − 1/2 at 2 Hz and
40 fT Hz − 1/2 at 0.5 Hz. These values remain however small compared
ith the ~1000 fT Hz − 1/2 we observed at 0.5 Hz in our experimental
ata (see Fig. 6 ). The dominant contribution to noise rather comes from
ovement artifacts that are made worse by the fact the sensors are free
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Fig. 9. Coherence between speech temporal envelope and the first 20 PCs of OPM–MEG signals. Coherence values are provided for each participant (arranged in 
columns) and each frequency range of interest (phrasal, word and syllabic; arranged in rows) as a function of the index of the PCs (the first being the one that explains 
the largest amount of variance in MEG signals). A horizontal line indicates the significance threshold at p < 0.05. Bars are dark gray for significant coherence values 
and light gray otherwise. A vertical line separates the PCs that were removed (light red background) from those that were retained (light blue background). (For 























































o move with the head. That is, because the ambient magnetic field is
ot exactly 0 inside the MSR, a sensor captures not just interference sig-
als from external (and internal) sources, but also signals arising from
otation and translation in the spatially varying field as the head moves
ithin the MSR. In our room, which is specifically designed and built
or OPM-MEG investigations ( Altarev et al., 2014 ), the remanent mag-
etic field amplitude following a degaussing procedure is ~1.5 nT and
eld gradients are less than 2 nT/m. These values are remarkably low
ompared with those in standard rooms used for SQUID-MEG, lower
y a factor ~10 ( Altarev et al., 2014 ; Hill et al., 2020 ). And a further
eduction down to ~0.5 nT and ~1 nT/m is achieved with bi-planar
ompensation coils ( Holmes et al., 2018 , 2019 ). Even with these greatly
educed ambient fields, movements of 1 cm or rotations of 1° generate
ignals of up to ~10,000 fT and 9000 fT respectively. These figures are
ompatible with the large magnitude of low frequency MEG amplitude
een in unprocessed data (see Fig. 6 ). 
Head movement artifacts share strong correlations across all
ensors, lending themselves well to suppression with classical lin-
ar regression techniques such as PCA or ICA. This contrasts with
ore insidious muscle artifacts that are spatio-temporally complex
 Muthukumaraswamy, 2013 ). Our results show that optimal CTS esti-
ation is obtained after removing the first 3–5 (reconstruction accu-
acy) or 10–15 (coherence) PCs from the data, no matter whether ICA
as included or not. The ICA was essentially dispensable since similar
agnitudes and topographies of CTS were obtained regardless of its in-
lusion. This is probably due to that ( i ) large-amplitude head movement
rtifacts were easily removed by PCA anyway, and ( ii ) eye blink, eye11 ovement and heartbeat artifacts had a relatively low amplitude and
 limited spatial overlap with the genuine brain signals under scrutiny
ere. In contrast, PCA preprocessing was largely effective at boosting
TS estimated with coherence. Since removing PCs comes with a risk of
emoving genuine brain signals, it is desirable to project as little of the
rst PCs as possible, which would be about 3 (reconstruction accuracy)
r 10 (coherence) based on our data. This said, removing 10 PCs would
ave led to discarding part —but certainly not most —of the signal of
nterest in most of our data. Indeed, in most of the participants and fre-
uency ranges of interest, earlier components did show spectral modula-
ions typical of brain signals (see Fig. 8 ) as well as significant coupling
ith speech temporal envelope (see Fig. 9 ). Still, PCA being a spatial
rojection method, it cannot alter the time course of brain responses.
nd keeping in mind coherence can be seen as a monotonous function
f the signal to noise ratio, removing part of the signal is acceptable as
ar as at least as much noise is removed. In sum, our results indicate that
t is reasonable to remove the 10 first PCs from the data in view of esti-
ating CTS with coherence. Alternatively, it is possible to estimate the
ptimal number of PCs to remove in a data-driven way, following the
ross-validation approach presented here for reconstruction accuracy.
t is also straightforward to adapt this approach to coherence analysis,
nd to select a common preprocessing scheme for multiple frequency
anges by e.g., maximizing the —weighted —mean coherence across all
onsidered frequency ranges. Finally, to minimize the quantity of gen-
ine signals being projected out, one could also selectively remove the
Cs that do not show significant coherence with speech temporal enve-
ope. 


















































































































A  .3. Limitations and perspectives 
The number of participants included in this study was limited. With
nly 4 participants, we did not deem it appropriate to assess the statis-
ical significance of the group-level source-space map of CTS. Indeed,
lassical permutation tests in which genuine maps are randomly per-
uted with null maps do require a minimum of 5 participants in theory,
nd certainly more in practice to identify significant effects at p < 0.05
 Nichols and Holmes, 2002 ). We could have assessed the statistical sig-
ificance of source-space maps with the same procedure used to assess
ensor-level maps ( Faes et al., 2004 ). However, sensor-level data already
emonstrated the statistical significance of coherence bilaterally. In this
ense, the demonstration of statistical significance —which was the ob-
ective of the present study —was already made. As we discuss in the
ext subsection, larger samples will have to be measured with denser
PM arrays to bring new insights into the neuronal network involved
n CTS. 
We did not track head position during the recording. In the setting
e used, the OPM array was attached to the participant’s head and hence
oved with the participant’s head. Accordingly, there was no need to
rack head position to determine where the sensors are with respect to
rain sources as typically done in SQUID-MEG. However, information
bout head position could have helped improve the artifact rejection
cheme by providing time series to regress out from the OPM time se-
ies ( Stolk et al., 2013 ). In the same line, more advanced methods should
e developed or adapted to improve artifact rejection, and increase the
mount of data included in the analysis (i.e., about 15% of the data was
iscarded in our analyses). A particularly promising method to better
isentangle movement artifacts from real signals could leverage record-
ngs of the magnetic field in the 3 spatial directions (rather than just the
adial component). Such method is currently under validation at the
eam of the University of Nottingham. 
Further improvement of OPM technology and helmet design will
ake it possible to conduct OPM-MEG with increasingly more sensors
imultaneously. These developments are needed to fully benefit from
he increase in spatial resolution OPMs can afford. Indeed, to fully re-
olve spatially the scalp magnetic field generated by brain sources, it
s necessary to keep the distance between neighboring sensors lower
han the distance to the brain, which is roughly 1.5 cm ( Ahonen et al.,
993 ). Such criterion would lead to measuring with about 300 sensors,
hich corresponds to the theoretical estimation of the number of de-
rees of freedom in MEG on-scalp distributions ( Iivanainen et al., 2020a )
otwithstanding the effect of sensor crosstalk which would need to be
meliorated to fully realize the potential of such a system ( Nardelli et al.,
019 ). Naturally, even denser arrays would be needed to benefit from
patial filtering techniques ( Taulu et al., 2004 , 2005 ). Notwithstand-
ng these considerations, our data demonstrates that 45–46 sensors was
nough to localize the dominant source of CTS at locations consistent
ith bilateral auditory cortices. 
CTS has recently proven very useful to further our understanding of
he neural basis of dyslexia ( Di Liberto et al., 2018 ; Molinaro et al., 2016 ;
hiede et al., 2020 ). These studies have consistently highlighted a deficit
n CTS at phrasal frequencies, partly echoing the predictions of the tem-
oral sampling framework for developmental dyslexia ( Goswami, 2011 ;
oswami et al., 2014 ). The feasibility of OPM-MEG to study CTS opens
ew avenues to explore in greater details the alterations in CTS at the
evel of the neuronal network from childhood to adulthood as well as the
evelopmental trajectory of speech-in-noise processing from childhood
o adulthood ( Vander Ghinst et al., 2019 ). 
onclusion 
We have shown that OPM-MEG is a suitable tool to uncover CTS at
ll frequencies of interest, especially when the reconstruction accuracy
pproach is adopted. Thereby, we also provide the first demonstration
f OPM suitability to measure brain activity at frequencies below 4 Hz.12 redit author statement 
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